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TubeMate 3.3 is just released! Click to check for changes! Please follow our FB page for news and tips! Certified Sites (3.3.6.1248) Previous version (2.4.22.756) Previous version (1.05.59) Copyright (c) 2010 tubemate.net All rights reserved. Tubemate is an application that allows you to download videos directly from Youtube to your mobile device. Like other initiatives in this
regard, Tubemate allows you to set video quality settings before downloading. In addition to downloading the videos, Tubemate allows you to download only audio from Youtube files. These files are converted automatically and, of course, require much less storage than full videos. Tubemate's interface is not the most efficient: despite being a generic version of the Youtube
mobile page, the organization and design of the elements are well compromised in the application. However, using Tubemate is quite easy and will not require many adjustments if the quality of the files is not selected. Downloads start very quickly and can be made by mobile networks and Wi-Fi.As options for youtube content download apps for Android are numerous, but
Tubemate is not one of the best. The interface and mode of use of the application are not the most comfortable and pass a gambiarra look during its general use. Tubemate needed to be more organized, look more attractive and not make it so clear that it uses a generic interface to give access to the videos to the user. There are definitely other more robust options for you to
download your videos. 10/10 In this tool two features stand out: the ability to adjust the quality of the video before downloading and downloading only the audio of the videos. ninha25 TubeMate YouTube Downloader is an APK formatted application to search for and download any video hosted on YouTube from an Android smartphone. So you can watch it whenever you want,
even without Wi-Fi. TubeMate offers features to customize downloads to get the best quality videos possible, although it all depends on the screen resolution of your phone. For example, you can download and watch HD videos if you use the app on a smartphone or tablet with advanced features. The program also allows you to download only audio in MP3 format. You can save
the files to any folder on your phone. TubeMate is not available on the Google Play Store, but you can download it directly to your mobile device by clicking the Download button above. You can download the APK file to your computer and then transfer it to your phone's SD card to install. Don't forget that installing APK apps on Android requires unknown sources to be activated in
advance in your phone's settings. TubeMate for Android is also available for Windows, and Mac. Last modified: October 26, 2020 in Um cliente do YouTube com ferramentas addcionais Baixar e ouvir música never foi t'o easy TubeMate 2 is a free mobile application that allows you to download videos from YouTube. The app will allow you to save your favorite music videos,
tutorials, guides, or any other video entertainment directly from YouTube without the need for the premium subscription offered by Youtube. The program has many features that improve your download skills. An easy downloader for YouTubeTubeMate 2 videos is an excellent video download service for your Android device if you don't want to buy YouTube Premium. The app can
save money by reducing the data charges you would receive by continually listening to the same repeating song. The application receives updates to fix minor errors that occur each time a new feature is added. Older versions of Android are now also supported thanks to a recent update, as well as the option to keep the screen awake while watching videos. Unless you are
downloading to an older device, this app should not use too many resources. However, if you're downloading videos, you're likely to experience delays, and depending on the age of your Android device, the download speed and the number of videos that are downloaded at the same time. Download speed You can set the download speed of TubeMate 2 while using the app.
Doing this can decrease the load of the app makes your device naked. It's also a great option if you're not the only person using the Internet right now. However, the speed you set is not a guarantee that downloads will use that Internet speed. There are limitations set by your Internet provider, but this app goes beyond that. The download speed you use is unstable and will fall
from time to time. Browser in the application The browser in the TubeMate application is used to select all the videos you want to save. All you need to do is navigate to the video page within the browser and select the download option. Once you have done the process, the download will begin. However, before the download starts, you must select the quality of the file you want to
download. The available selection ranges from audio only up to 1280x720p. This is an option limited by the device you use and the video you want to save. While browsing, you can play media without changing apps, making Tube Mate a great choice for previewing videos before downloading them. This allows the app to be an alternative to your normal browser and YouTube app.
Downloading the TubeMate app has some video download possibilities from YouTube while you're downloading it If your Internet connection drops and comes back online, and the download you were running will resume automatically. This is a useful tool if you have multiple downloads running you don't need to reactivate each one individually. Available for use is also a quick
download mode, which uses multiple connections to download one video at a time. With this great video you can in minutes or seconds depending on how fast the Internet you have. It is also possible to limit simultaneous downloads of Tubemate2. With a powerful device, you can raise the amount that runs at the same time without worrying about blocking the app. However, older
Android phones will have to download these as their system resources are too low. There are also options to avoid using mobile data. All you need to do is turn on the WiFi-only option in your settings. Your downloads are also not limited to YouTube, as you can download almost any video that is available. Interface design While the browser in the application is a useful utility, the
interface you use is not. The user interface used by downloading Tube Mate 2 is clumsy and can quickly touch the wrong option while managing files or searching for a video to save. The use of TubeMate 2 resources is not modest. Depending on the settings you use and the number of videos that are downloaded simultaneously, the application may cause it to crash. Even with
support for older devices, you have to manage the settings meticulously. Due to the application's ability to download multiple instances of more than one file at the same time, the resources used can fire quickly depending on the level of convenience you want. It is also worth noting that TubeMate 2 resolution options for download are limited by the device. If your phone doesn't
have enough resources, you won't have the option to download 720p or higher quality. Alternatives If this version of TubeMate 2 is not your ideal video download app, there are many alternatives available for your Android device. YouTube can download a selection of videos in low quality format. If you pay for your monthly Premium subscription, you can download unrestricted
content. Videoder is an easy-to-use video download app that extends its use to other social networking websites. The download has been accelerated by obtaining multiple parts of the same file at once and can handle a large queue of videos. Vidmate is an Android application that saves multimedia content from all over the world on your mobile device. It has more than 200 live
streaming channels for you to access. Keepvid is a great alternative to save the gems you discover while browsing popular streaming sites. With its simple interface and the ability to download one batch of videos at a time, it positions itself as one of the best alternatives available. Fast and powerful downloadThis app is a great option to download your favorite videos from
streaming websites. Finding the content you want to save and save it is fast, but not always easy, as the browser interface in the app is not well The app is not perfect, TubeMate 2 is updated on a regular basis to eliminate bugs while adding new features. Added backward compatibility with Android to keep older devices using this app.app. application.app.
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